Historyworks

Host Institution Evaluation Form

At the end of each placement or project, each IPUP intern is asked to reflect on how their experience has benefited both themselves and others. As someone who has worked closely with this intern, we would be very grateful if you would complete the following details which will help them to assess their performance.

Your Name

Organisation

Your Role in relation to intern

Intern’s Name

Date/s of Placement

Describe very briefly what this intern has done

How did your institution benefit from the work of this intern?
What did their academic skills bring to the project? (please give examples)
Do you think the intern has benefited from the work they have been doing? (e.g. increased their confidence, acquired new skills, experienced a new working environment)

As a result of this pilot intern programme, would you wish to work with Historyworks interns in the future? If yes, are there ways in which we can improve our support for you or the student intern?

Signature

Date

Thank you for taking the time to share your views with us. On completing the form, please return it to the address above or email to historyinterns@gmail.com.